
Player Role Info Action

Sherlock3 Anokata Blame: Yurikochan for discombobulating Abs.

Parkur Vermouth(Ja
mes)

Special investigates: Holmes house-searched pofa on Night 3 

(true)

PhoenixTears Pisco Kill/Erase: Abs.

Black Suitcase:

  Investigate:

1. Detective Tommy interrogates PhoenixTears

2. Detective Tommy interrogates Akonyl

3. Schillok observes Detective Tommy

4. Schillok investigates Yurikochan

5. Paix observes Yurikochan

Akonyl Calvados Special Investigate:

Detective Tommy interrogated PhoenixTears on Night 3 (true)

nomemory Tequila Frighten: paix

Holmes Shiratori *injured*

meme Akai

Schillok Kir Special Investigate: Dus slandered PT on Night 3  (false)

Paix672 Yusaku *frightened* Interrogate: Akonyl - BO

Abs. Ayumi *dies*/*erased*

Yurikochan Genta Blamed for discombobulating Abs.

DT Heiji

Sakina Jodie Observe: Abs.

PM
[quote author=PhoenixTears link=action=profile;u=3927 date=1288723368]

Kill/Erase: Abs.

Method: Either in whatever method you like best or the shark method we talked about in 

the PMs. XD (Though I did like the drilling a hole in the ship and drowning himself 

thing.... :P ) I'll leave it up to you to decide. ;)

Black Suitcase:

   Investigate:

      1. Detective Tommy interrogates PhoenixTears

      2. Detective Tommy interrogates Akonyl

      3. Schillok observes Detective Tommy

      4. Schillok investigates Yurikochan

      5. Paix observes Yurikochan

(Meanwhile, I'll be finding a dark, quiet spot to sit around and convince myself that I 

didn't kill him, I just took him to a happy place to keep him safe for awhile. :P)

Also, my investigations may change if DT decides to tell me who he's supposed to be 

interrogating. ::)

[/quote]

The BO suggested to have Abs. erased this way: Harry the shark would attack Abs. in his 

room and eat him alive. The people would gather and see that, but not know who Abs. is 

(since he was erased). Also, the shark could have said: "Oops, I'm sorry".

(suggested by PT and Akonyl)

And I thought I'm making silly kills/phase changes XD

Another idea they said, after I asked them to guess the method of erasing I would 

actually do:

Abs. would spin so much that he drills a hole into the ship, and together with him the ship 

would sink. XD

Or Abs would spin so much that he would fly away D:

Night 4
Dienstag, 2. November 2010
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Will

Paix:

Night 1:

I had an eerie feeling about that girl, could it be she’s one of them? I thought of interrogating her, 

and I told Captain Kleene about it. She kept her poker face through the interrogation, I couldn't 

get any info from her. And she didn’t seem as if she was one of them. My suspicion of her faded 

away, but I still wasn't too sure about her.

Night 2:

Another murder has happened on this ship. Makes me wonder if my son’s on board… In any case, I 

had decided to take a closer look at the murder scene. With further examination, the suspects 

were narrowed to breva, Dus, meme, Abs. and Shin_ichi01.

Night 3:

Evidently, I was wrong about breva. Though, her will points to Dus as a BO. I had thought about 

reporting him to the police, but I didn’t have enough evidence. I wasn’t sure if should take the risk. 

I figured Dus would be slandered, so I decided to interrogate shin instead, she wasn’t BO.

Day 3:

Dus was revealed to be Ctu's murder as expected... I've kinda been secluded this whole time. Abs. 

seemed to be suspicious of me, so I decided to explain things to him. But I wasn't sure about the 

whole thing. I've also had an encounter with Yuriko, we chatted a bit and she told me some 

interesting things. She said that Kain tricked Akonyl on Night 3... No one was killed on that night, 

could have been because pofa was assigned to do the killing.

But it's highly possible he's BO and it was his turn to kill.

Comment:

DT found Akonyl as BO :) Sadly too late :V

Same with Sakina observing Abs. He was killed :/

But this time, Abs. wasn't frightened \o/ Even the other DB, Yuriko wasn't :) 

Schillok also found out, that PT wasn't slandered. But he wasn't sure if DT was actually a townie or 

not.

Phase Change

Night 4 begins

This night was very dark. As if it's the end of the world.

Still, there was a crescent moon, as if death himself was about to strike, and with that there was 

still a light, tiny, but it was there.

Captain Kleene Onigiri came out onto the deck to have some fresh air. The events that happened on 

the ship were disturbing, but that didn't hinder Kleene to make a party, again, and eat and drink as 

if tomorrow would never come.

Kleene: "Phew... what a feast... I'm so full... now I know how Harry must feel with all that food."

Jack the ripper the shipper the stripper the sailor rushed over to Kleene: "Captain! Captain! 

Captain!"

Kleene: "What's up Scotty? Er... I mean Jack? Someone died again?"

Jack: "Sadly I didn't find a corpse tonight."

Kleene: "Why are you making such a fuss then?" Kleene glares at Jack.

Jack: "Uhm... well... I was watching the sea, and I saw that something fell in!"

Kleene: "Huh? Something fell in? What do you mean?"

Jack hands some binoculars to Captain Kleene Onigiri. "Here, Captain! Look for yourself."

Captain Kleene Onigiri takes the binoculars and looks at the sea. She sees a barrel in the water. To 

her surprise, it's spinning around, which feels kind of nostalgic.

Captain Kleene Onigiri: "Oh, a barrel fell into the water. Nothing to worry about. This one should be 

empty."

Jack: "True. But it's still strange. How did it fall overboard?"

Kleene: "Guess some drunkard threw it overboard while running against it."
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Kleene: "Guess some drunkard threw it overboard while running against it."

Jack: "Hm... possible..." Jack stares at Captain Kleene Onigiri.

Kleene: "Oi oi... Anyway, seems everything is all right."

Suddenly, they hears some small steps coming closer to them. It's Striprice with a confused face.

Kleene: "What's wrong Striprice?"

Striprice: "I can't find him..."

Jack: "Grawwbear? The cook took care of her."

Kleene: "JACK!"

Jack: "Urgh... sorry..."

Striprice: "No no. I can't find Abs. anywhere. I looked around everywhere. But... I couldn't find 

him..."

Kleene pats Striprice's head.

Kleene: "Don't worry! We'll look for him together. JACK! GO!"

Jack: "Yes, Captain!"

Striprice: "Thank you, Kleene!"

Kleene had a strange feeling. She looked at the sea again.... while in thought... "Hm.... nah, can't be"

Hint: Just the moon and that the town has a very faint hope to win :V Well, that mass APTXed 

sealed the fate of the town :/
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